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There has been considerable research about the amount of time
the psychological grief process requires when couples divorce.
However, there has been little research on the time the actual
process of divorce requires. To address this, we obtained free
and publicly available iriformation on divorce cases from Santa
Barbara County. We are able to offer some insight about the rela
tionship among the length ofdivorce, marriage length, and having
minor children. Our results are consistent with those found in
other literature that focuses on the length of the grief process,
and our results are consistent with our experiences in family law
practice and mediation.

At some point during a divorce, clients might ask, "How long is this d ivorce
going to take?" The question might be asked of a counselo r, a family
law lawyer, or mediator. Few have any answers supported w ith evidence.
Instead, the response to this important q uestion will be a nswered on the
basis of impressionistic and anecdotal clinical experie nce. An unq ualified
answer would be misleading at best. Using data and statistical analysis,
we offer some valuable insights to the common and motivational ques
tion . O ur intuitive a nd understandable results might be valuable insights for
individuals in family law practice or mediation.

The literature o n the le ngth of the divorce process is both limited and
e quivocal. Esta blished researchers have made comme nts on the subject, but
we find no published study that gathe rs and analyzes the necessary data .
Comments are made in passing and w ithout refere nce to empirical data .
However, there is extensive lite ra ture addressing the duratio n of the p sycho
logical griefp rocess tha t occurs dtuing a divorce (Crosby, Lybarger, & Mason ,
1983, 1986). Folberg and Milne (1988) suggeste d this p rocess could take 2
to 4 years after the legal divorce is complete . The d uration of the entire
transitional p eriod, including legal proceedings, settlements, and lifestyle
a djustmen t is also well studie d (Vaughn, 1980). Ke lly and Walle rste in (1980),
as well as Johnston a nd Cambell 0 999), suggested the d uration of this tra n
sitional pe rio d to be 18 to 24 mo nths and 2 to 3 years, resp ectiv ely. O thers
simply suggest there is "no timetable" (Ah rons, 1994).
Burke (2009) was one of d1e first to gad1e r the required data and
evaluate a hyp othesized length of divorce, which is based on lengthy and
exp e rie nced mediation a nd legal practice. It is hyp othesized that the length
of divorce is between 18 and 36 months. This suggests this questio n: How
do w e measure the length of divorce?
In this atticle , we do not develo p advanced statistical methodologies
ideally suited for o ur curre nt da ta idiosyncrasies. We use reliable statistical
methodologies that are accessible to individ uals w ithout advan ced statistics
training. Most important, we clarify and define the length of divorce so it is
o bjectively measurable in legal p roceedings in most jurisdiction s. Using o ur
definition and the da ta we have gathe red , we have found that the average
le ngth of divorce is no t all that differe nt from the hyp othesized range of 18
to 36 mo nths . We find that divorcing couples with minor child ren have a
longer lengd1 of divorce, accounting for marriage length . Also, we find that
o nly "short" ma iTiages have increased d ivorce le ngths, accounting for minor
children.
We define a me thod to measure the length of divorce. We discuss the
methodology used to collect the data, d1e sp ecific p opula tion the data rep
resent, and case organizatio n. We then describe the statistical mod eling
approach used to control for marriage length and having minor children
a t the time of sep aratio n. Next, we discuss a me thodology to reconm1e nd
a sample size fo r future data collectio ns and analysis . We conclude wid1
su ggestions for future research.

THE SANTA BARBARA CENSUS
A population is a well-defined, comple te collection of s ubjects that have
attributes that are of interest. A census occurs w he n each member of the
population is surveye d (Devore , 2008). In 2003, we o btained a ce nsus of

all civil cases filed in the Anacapa Divisio n of South County Santa Barbara
(Santa Barbara, California) from Jan uaty 2 to July 11 , 1997.
We identified family law cases initiated by a petition for dissolu tion ,
nullity, or legal separation. For the first 6 months of 1997, the census resulted
in 358 petitions. Each of the petitions was obtained from the court clerk.
We recorded the date of marriage, date of separation, and an indicator the
couple had minor children (Burke , 2009). Due to the la rge varia tion in the
way divorce cases are litigated and subsequently resolved, it can be difficult
to define and measure the length of a divorce.
Of the 358 cases, 95 were removed from this analysis for one of
three reasons. First, dismissals (13 cases) and joint petitions (25 cases) were
removed from the data and subsequent analysis. Dismissals are usually the
result of reconciliation, in which no divorce actually occurs. In the case of
joint petitions, cases a re concluded before tl1e initial petition is filed because
of legal marriage circumstances and prepetition contracts. l11e remaining
cases (57) were removed because no judgment had been reached by the date
of census in 2003, 6 years after tl1e initial petition. For the cases resolved by
2003, we recorded the date of judgment found on the court file for each case.
Longitudinal studies are those that monitor subjects over time. At the
end of the study, it is possible tl1at some variables might have not been
observed because they occurred after tl1e study ends. For our data, 57 cases
did not have an obsetvable judgment during the 6 years after filing the
initial petition. Such data are referred to as censored data, specifically right
censored in this scenario (Little & Rubin, 1987). For the 57 cases with no
judgment, the actual time to judgment is at least 6 years (72 months). The re
are diverse a nd extensive statistical methods for analyzing censored data
(Little & Rubin), and future studies and analysis will include the censored
data. For our work here, we remove these cases.
We define the length of a divorce to be time to judgment (T2J): the
amount of time between the date of separation and the date of entty of
judgment on substantive issues (measured in months). Recall that not all
divorce cases were resolved by way of judgment or even had a judgment in
2003. As such, this changes the po pulation of interest and tl1e resulting data.
Our definition of tl1e length of divorce, T2J, is measurable and reproducible
in different jurisdictions (Carrillo, Vazquez, & Evans, 2010).
O ur census consists of 263 cases. For the remainder of this article, we
refer to these data as sample data and not a census. Recall that the origi
nal census of 358 cases only represented the cases in the first 6 months of
1997. Obvio usly, divo rces occurred in the second half of 1997, and in the
many years before and after 1997. Moreover, we removed 95 cases for the
aforementio ned reasons. The 263 cases represent a census of a very specific
population: couples from San ta Barbara who filed a divorce petitio n during
the 6-month petiod, required judgment, and had a judgment within 6 years
of filing. We would like our results to be useful and applicable to othe r

individuals fro m other populations. These populations include cases in d if
fe rent years (particularly current or future cases), a nd in different locatio ns
or jurisdictions. Removing cases due to dismissal or joint petition sho uld be
done, as they do not constitute the type of divorce we consider. However,
removing the censored data presents a large problem of bias.
For the 57 censored cases, the T 2] is clearly longer than 6 years (72
months). The effect of not including these cases and failing to account for
the censored data w ill likely bias our sta tistical analysis. We report estimates
of the average T2J, a nd these estimates will be lower than they would be if
the censored data are utilized. We realize this is unattractive and problematic,
and the reader should be aware of this caveat. We d iscuss this more later.
The da ta we use, o ur analysis, and o ur conclusions could still be useful
for individuals practicing family law and mediation. These results are not
specific to other populations, but can still serve as an ind ication of the
expected length of divorce .
For each case record, we have the T2], measured in months, an indi
cator that the case involved a minor child at the time the petition was filed
(child, e ither yes or no), and the duration of the marriage (duration, mea
sured in years). Like T2J , marriage duration is determined as the amount of
time between the date of marriage a nd filing date of separation. To simplify
the presentation of o ur results, we create a marriage duration categorical
variable. Very short marriages are d1ose that lasted less than 1 year, sho rt
marriages are between 1 and 5 years, medium marriages are between 5
a nd 10 years, and long marriages are more than 10 years . This marriage
duratio n configuration will slightly increase the complexity of the statistical
models we consider. However, our categorical ma niage d uration w ill sim
plify the interpretation and presentation of results. Our analysis uses multiple
regressio n mo de ls that have the capability of incorporating categorical vari
ables (e.g., duration and child) to model a nd estimate the average time to
judgment.

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

The statistical analysis we conduct has three purposes. First, it allows us
to investigate the potential re latio nship among marriage duration , having a
minor child, and T2J. Experience and common knowledge might suggest
that marriages of different durations or wid1 mino r children could result in
differing le ngths of divorce. Next, we use o ur statistical analysis to estima te
the average T2J accounting for marriage duration and having minor children.
Finally, we use the results of o ur statistical analysis to suggest reasonable
sample sizes for future research.
A multiple regression model is a natural, common, and reliable sta
tistical mode l for achieving all of these goals (Neter, Kutne r, Nachtshe im,

& Wasserman , 1996). Multiple regression is a method for finding the best
statistical fit betw een o ne varia ble (e.g., T2J) and other variables (e.g., mar
riage duration and minor childre n). We use multiple regression as the basis
fo r this analysis because it is capable of incorporating m ultiple predictor
variables (marriage duration and mino r childre n) , identifying possib le inter
actions, and the re exist reliable methods to compare candidate models . In
this section , we do not give a le ngthy exposition of mu ltiple regression mod
els, estimation me thods, variable selection , or model comparison methods
(see Neter e t al. , 1996). All computations were done using the R Sta tistical
Computing Environment (Maindonald and Bra un, 2007; Verzani. 2000).
For this analysis , we consider various candidate regression models with
different configuratio ns a nd complexities. The first mo del we consider uses
a minor children indicator and the categorical marriage dura tion to pre dict
T2J (with the long marriage d uration as the base or reference group.

T 2] = {30 + {31 Child + {32Medium + f33 Short + {34 VeryShort + e

(1)

In Equation 1, {3 0 is the average T2J for long ma rriages witho ut minor
children (i.e ., the intercept), {3 1 is the average change in T2J for minor
children (accounting for marriage le ngth), {3 2 through {3 4 a re the average
cha nges in T2J for marriages of medium, short, and very short lengths,
respectively (accounting for mino r childre n), and e is random e rror.
With a samp le of 263, we can easily estimate the parame ters of this
regression mo del (e.g., the f3 coefficie n ts). A summaty of the estimated
regression mo de l is given in Ta ble 1. Accounting for marriage dura tion ,
the estimated average T2J increases by over 14 months for couples with
minor childre n, and this increase is statistically significant. Inte restingly, the
estimated regressio n model suggests that the estima ted average T2J is signif
icantly diffe rent (in this case la rger) for short ma rriages only, accounting for
minor children.
To bette r establish the impo rtance of ma rriage duration , we conside r
an alternative regressio n model that only uses the minor child ind icator
and a short marriage indicator. For marriage d ura tion , we hypothesize two
groups. The first group combines very sho rt, medium, and long marriages
TABLE 1 Equatio n 1 Estimated Regression Model
Coefficient
Inte rcept
Chi ld yes
Du ration medium
Du ratio n shott
Duratio n ve ty shott

p value

Estimate

SE

21.33
14.18
- 1.38
7.95
-3.17

3.98

5.36

3.73
4.64
4.58
7.28

3.80
- 0.30
1.74

-0.44

.00
.00
.77

.08
.66

into a single group. The second group only consists of short marriages. This
model is nested inside of Equation 1, and we use a sta ndard analysis of
variance partial F test to compare these two models (Neter et a l. , 1996).
The p value for the model comparison is .8969, which indicates there is no
evidence the larger model is better. From this , we are able to conclude the
estimated average T2J is significantly longer for short marriages (accounting
for minor childre n) .
We do consider two other alternative cand idate regressio n models .
First, we consider a furthe r reduced regression model that only uses minor
children to predict T2J. This is the regressio n model a nalogue of a two
sample t-test (Neter et al. , 1996) . The estimated regression model suggests
a very similar relationship between minor childre n and the average T2J.
Comparison of this smaller model to the estimate regression model in
Equation 1 gives a p value of .02111 , w hich suggests tha t the short mar
riage duration indicator is needed in the model and helps to explain the
variation in T2J values.
In a n effott to explore a more complex regression model, we consider
a model that includes all of the marriage durations, minor children, and
interactions between these variables to predict T2J. This would allow for the
possibility that the re is a d ifferent relatio nship between marriage duration
a nd the average T2J with and without minor children. We find no utility
with tl1e additional maniage durations and interaction terms (the p value for
model comparison is .864).
Althou gh we can conclude only sho rt marriage durations and having
minor children are important for understanding T2J, using marriage duratio n
does provide mo re specific estimates of th e average T2J. For example, clients
w ill want to know the estimated average T2J for their particular length of
marriage (regardless of the ana lysis we present he re). Table 2 gives the
estimated average T2J and 95% confidence intervals for each group defined
by marriage duration and having minor children. These values demonstrate
the implications of the regressio n analysis and mode l selection process. It
is clear that marriages w ith minor child ren, short durations, o r both have a
longer length of divorce.
The estimated average T2J is graphically presented in Figure 1. Visually,
it is clear that divorces are longer for couples with minor child ren. The visual
representation also demonstrates how short marriages have a longer length
of divorce (as indicated by the respective spikes for shott marriages). We
have found Figure 1 to be extre me ly useful for counseling and mediation
purposes whe n clients ask "How long will this divorce take?" With this graph,
individuals can classify their marriage duration and minor children status,
a nd visua lly obtain a rough estimate of how long the divorce will take.
The results we present here are for o ur specific set of 263 cases, and
are directly applicable to the specific Santa Barbara population. For different
time periods and jurisdictio ns , these results could be useful with the caveats

TABLE 2 Estimated Average Times to Judgment and 95% Confidence lnte tvals

(in Mon ths)
Duration

Minor Children

Estimate

Confidence Intetval

Very short
Sho tt
Medium
Long
Very short
Sho tt
Medium
Long

No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

16.73
27.82
23.13
20.61
36.60
45.62
30.36
35.85

[2.13, 31.34]
[20.33, 35.32]
[14.07, 32.19]
[9.92, 31.30]
[11.30, 61.90]
[35.63, 57.41]
[20.52, 40.21]
[28.48, 43.21]
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FIGURE 1 Estin1ated average time to judgment by duration a nd child (color figure available
online).

we have discussed. Suppose a researcher wants to conduct a similar study
and is going to gather new data. How large of a random sample size sho uld
he or she acquire for the results to be reliable? In the next section , we
address the question of sample size determination for future studies.

SAMPLE SIZE DETERMINATION
The data we have gathered and analyzed offer new insights for individu als
practicing family law and mediation. However, this work only constitutes

preliminaty research a nd should be extended further. Researchers might be
interested in obtaining data from other jurisdictions. In our expetience, gath
ering these data can be time consuming and might be costly. Future data
collections should use conservative sample sizes that are la rge enough to
reliably estimate model parameters.
Sample size determination is closely linked to estimating population
parameters. In fact, it answers the questio n, "What type of sample size is
needed to estimate the population average T2J, to w ithin some precision,
with some probability?" Our multiple regression model yields an estimate
of the conditional variance of the T2J values. The estimate of vatiability is
important for any sample size determination. Populations with larger varia
tion w ill require more samples to estimate parameters with the same level
of accuracy when compared to populations with less variation.
Sample size determination is widely studied in the statistics community.
Park and Dudycha (1974) were among the first to consider the problem
in the regression context, and much work has been done since. Here, we
present a straightfo rward approach to suggest a sample size. This approach
can be used to suggest sample sizes for different years and jurisdictions other
than Santa Barbara, unde r certain assumptions. If researchers have timely
estimates of the conditional vatiance specific to jurisdictions other than Santa
Barbara, those should be used in place of the estimate we use here . The
method for suggesting a sample size for other years and jurisdictions w ill
not be different from what we present he re .
To estimate the population average T2J w ithin some precision, 8, with
some probability, 1 - a , Park and Dudycha (1974) suggest a sample size
given by

s zy

c;2

N- 3, 2

No = ------=:....

82

where s2 is the estimated conditional variance and T:v- 3/f is the 1 - ~ per
centile of a T distribution with N - 3 degrees of freedom. However, this
assumes that the population is infinitely large. For finite populations of size
N, we correct this by
N*

= __N.oN
_ __
N 0 +N - 1

to give a suggested sample size.

First, we consider how the suggested sample size increases with pre
cision. The precision, 8, is how close estimates are to the true population
value (in absolute value). Increasing precision means that 8 becomes smaller,
and requires more samples. Table 3 gives sample size suggestions for

TABLE 3 Suggested Sample Size

Precision (in Months)

Suggested Sample Size

1

241
190

3

60

6

18

0.5

Santa Barbara with a finite population of d ivorce cases (263) and with
probability .95.
Estimating the average T2J more precisely requires more sample data.
We find a sample size of 60 to be sufficient for reliable estimation. This is
consistent with sample data replication studies already done (Burke, 2009).
In situations where data have to be manually inspected and organized, it
would be much easier to manage 60 cases rad1er tha n hundreds or possibly
thousands.
The preceding suggestion is specific to the Santa Barbara population.
Researchers in different jurisdictions can utilize these suggestio ns, assuming
different jurisdictions have population cha racteristics that a re not different
from Santa Barbara. Specifically, a researcher has to assu me the relationship
among marriage duration, minor children, and T2J is similar. Also, it must
be assumed that the conditio nal variance is similar.
Burke (2009) obtained data from Santa Barbara for cases filed in 2003,
and found d1e characteristics to be comparable to the cases filed in 1997. This
suggests the results from 1997 are reasonably applicable to Santa Barbara in
other years. In the spring of 2010, students at California Polytechnic State
University gathered data from San Luis Obispo consisting of 75 cases filed
in 2003 (Carrillo et a!., 2010). Their initial findings indicate that the Santa
Barbara and San Luis Obispo populations are remarkably similar. This might
be explained by the geographic and demographic similarities between the
two counties.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The p rima1y objective of this work is not to develop or employ advanced
statistical methods, or to use complicated and geographically diverse census
or sampling techniques over time. Here, we obtain free, publicly available
data and use standa rd statistical methods to determine how long a San ta
Barbara divorce takes. The regression analysis we use and the method for
suggesting a future sample size are both based on the assumption that the
T2J values follow a normal distribution (Devore, 2008; Neter eta!. , 1996).
Although we did not present d1e results here, the T2J values do not
follow a nonnal distribution. Strictly speaking, we should use alternative

methodologies that reflect this. This adds an addition al caveat to o ur conclu
sions, su ch as gene ralized linear models, wh ich can easily remedy the lack
of normality. Also, recall that many of the cases are right censored. In future
studies, this should be accounted for by using Slllvival analysis methods.
All the same, these results give family law litigators and mediators
some indication of the length of divorce. It was originally hypothesized
that d ivorces could take between 18 and 36 months. O ur results are consis
tent w ith this h ypothesis. We find that marriages with minor children, sh ort
d urations, or both have a significantly increased length of divorce.
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